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Thai navy Seals pay tribute to diver who died in cave rescue |
World news | The Guardian
The 12 boys who were trapped in a cave in northern Thailand
for almost three weeks paid tribute to the Navy SEAL who lost
his life during the.
Former Thai Navy SEAL died wanting to 'bring the boys back
home' - ABC News
Major Saman Gunan wasn't abiding by any orders when he joined
the effort to rescue a boys soccer team trapped in a cave in
northern Thailand. The year-old retired Thai Navy SEAL did so
by choice. Gunan was a former member of the Royal Thai Navy's
Underwater Demolition Assault.
Thailand cave rescue: Ex-navy diver dies on oxygen supply
mission - BBC News
A former Thai navy diver has died while taking part in efforts
to rescue 12 boys and their football coach trapped in a
flooded cave in Thailand.
Thai diver died from lack of oxygen while trying to rescue
soccer team in cave, authorities say
Thai authorities say a former navy SEAL working to rescue boys
trapped in cave has died from lack of oxygen.
Thai navy Seals pay tribute to diver who died in cave rescue |
World news | The Guardian
The 12 boys who were trapped in a cave in northern Thailand
for almost three weeks paid tribute to the Navy SEAL who lost
his life during the.
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Flynn ready Thai Died be sentenced in Russia probe, lawyer and
special counsel tell court. But a log-in is still required for
our PDFs. South Korean president lands in North Korea for
latest summit. LearningmeaningfullifelessonsatJCU. Workers fix
the road leading to the cave on July 3. Thai military
personnel walk into a cave during rescue operations.
Day-tripping to the dispensary:
Wipingawaytears,theboyswrotemessagesofthanksonaportraitoftheforme
image, taken from video Thai Died July 2, shows the team
trapped inside the cave. Thai soldiers bring hoses and
additional water pumps as the search for the team continued on
June
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